The two new Armies in this expansion both exemplify faith, as they understand it. The Adepta Sororitas are unwaveringly loyal to the Emperor, the closest thing to a god that humanity has to offer in these dark times. The T’au serve the Greater Good, a philosophy that has kept their species alive against external onslaughts and internal strife. Faith is fundamental to the way both groups live.

As for firepower, well . . . there’s no shortage of that on any side in this game, is there?

**Army Cards**

This expansion includes four each of the Adepta Sororitas and T’au Army cards, as well as one each for the six Armies included in the base *Munchkin Warhammer 40,000* game, bringing them up to four apiece as well.

If you are also combining this with the Savagery and Sorcery expansion, that set also has an extra card for each of the six original Armies. You can pull one set of six out, if precise balance is important, or just leave them all in and accept that those Armies will show up just a touch more frequently over time.